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Abstract We scrutinize the explanatory power of one of the key concepts in
International Business: the concept of (cultural) distance. Here we focus on its effect
on entry mode choice, one of the most researched fields in international business
strategy. Our findings might, however, be equally be relevant for the field of
International Business as a whole. Our analysis is based on a review of 92 prior
studies on entry mode choice, as well as an empirical investigation in over 800
subsidiaries of MNCs, covering nine host and fifteen home countries across the
world. We conclude that the explanatory power of distance is highly limited once
home and host country context are accounted for, and that any significant effects of
cultural distance on entry mode choice might simply be caused by inadequate
sampling. Entry mode studies in particular, and International Business research in
general, would do well to reconsider its fascination with distance measures, and
instead, focus first and foremost on differences in home and host country context.
We argue that serious engagement with deep contextualization is necessary in
International Business research to pose new and relevant questions and develop new
and innovative theories that explain empirical phenomena.
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1 Introduction
The fascination of International Business researchers with the (cultural) distance
concept can hardly be overstated. Shenkar (2001, p. 519) affirms ‘‘Few constructs
have gained broader acceptance in the international business literature than
cultural distance’’. Cho and Padmanabhan (2005, p. 309) state that ‘‘almost… no
international business study can be complete unless there is an explicit variable
controlling for cultural distance’’. Finally, Zaheer et al. (2012, p. 19) proclaim:
‘‘Essentially, international management is management of distance’’. In this article
we critically investigate whether the widespread reliance on the concept of
(cultural) distance in International Business research is appropriate. Furthermore,
we suggest that the simultaneous neglect of home and host country context might in
fact hinder the field’s progress and potential.
Previous contributions have already espoused many limitations of the (cultural)
distance concept (see, for example, Shenkar 2001; Harzing 2003; Tung and Verbeke
2010; Zaheer et al. 2012). Whereas we concur with their concerns, the purpose of our
study is not to add to this prior line of research and outline yet further conceptual
weaknesses. Instead we empirically review and test the explanatory power of the
cultural distance concept. It is on this basis that we question its usefulness as one of
the main concepts in International Business research, and suggest an alternative
approach: a focus on context, in particular home and host country context.
Our contribution is based on two pillars: an analysis of the literature and a
comprehensive empirical study. We focus on cultural distance, the most frequently
used distance concept, which measures the extent to which two national cultures are
similar or different. Furthermore, in order to allow for a rigorous investigation, we
limit our study to the effects of cultural distance on entry mode choice. Entry mode
choice is arguably the concept that has most frequently been connected to (cultural)
distance and, in addition, has been one of the most researched fields in International
Business Strategy (Werner 2002). However, although we refer to entry mode choice
in our empirical investigation, we are not interested in adding yet another
(overview) study on this topic, but instead use entry mode choice as an example for
our investigation of the relevance of the cultural distance concept. As we will
outline in more detail in the discussion, our key arguments are equally relevant for
the field of International Business as a whole.
The inclusion of cultural distance as an explanatory or control variable has
become almost compulsory in entry mode studies. Nearly all studies in this field
used the Kogut and Singh (1988) measure of cultural distance. This metric has been
subject to trenchant criticism in Shenkar’s (2001) JIBS decade award-winning
article: ‘‘It masks serious problems in conceptualization and measurement, from
unsupported hidden assumptions to questionable methodological properties,
undermining the validity of the construct and challenging its theoretical role and
application’’ (Shenkar 2001, p. 520). Harzing (2003) documented the concept’s
particular problems in the field of entry mode choice, arguing researchers in this
field suffer from myopia and systematically overestimate the impact of cultural
distance. However, in spite of these and several other critical voices, the popularity
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of cultural distance as an explanatory variable seems unassailable. Citations to
Kogut and Singh (1988) continue to increase, in fact half of the article’s current,
nearly 1500, Web of Science citations occurred since 2010.
The tenacity with which entry mode researchers cling to this conceptualization of
cultural distance is even more noteworthy given the contradictory results of their
studies. Even the field’s four meta-analyses report contradictory findings: two
indicate non-significant results (Tihanyi et al. 2005; Morschett et al. 2010), whereas
the remaining two (Zhao et al. 2004; Magnusson et al. 2008) report a negative
impact of cultural distance on equity based (i.e., high control) entry mode choices.
However, one of these indicates this is true only for US firms (Zhao et al. 2004),
whilst the other reports the conclusion is valid only for European firms (Magnusson
et al. 2008). These contradictory results they have even spawned a number of
articles (e.g., Brouthers and Brouthers 2001; Wang and Schaan 2008) that have as
their aim to explain this paradox.
The findings of our literature analysis and empirical investigation lead us to
conclude that these contradictory results cannot be ‘‘explained away’’ by, for
example, the inclusion of specific moderators, but are likely to result from flawed
research designs. More specifically, we suggest that they can be traced to
differences in sample composition and specific home country or host country
differences, such as ownership restrictions, which were not made explicit in these
studies. Consequently, we posit that neglecting the home and host country sample
composition in entry mode studies, and most likely in other areas of International
Business research, has led researchers to inappropriately attribute causality to
cultural distance in studies where specific characteristics of the home or host
country context are in fact far more likely explanatory factors.
After a review of prior studies that critically investigate the (cultural) distance
concept, we present an analysis of more than 90 studies looking at the impact of
cultural distance on entry mode choice, the phenomenon we use to illustrate our
general arguments. We suggest that, instead of cultural distance, host or home
country context characteristics, such as investment restrictions, political risk,
economic development, access to capital, or cultural traits (rather than cultural
distance) are more likely explanatory factors. Although differences between home
or host country context matter, distance is in our view much less important. We then
test this assumption by presenting results from our own empirical study covering
MNCs in nine host and fifteen home countries across the world. Our findings
suggest that cultural distance has little impact on entry mode choice once home and
host country control variables are included. Finally, we discuss the implications of
our findings, extend our arguments to other areas of International Business research,
and present recommendations for International Business research in general.
2 Previous Debates on the Cultural Distance Concept
Prior contributions have already espoused a multitude of limitations of the cultural
distance concept. So far, however, this critique did very little to affect its popularity.
A first, and widely cited, conceptual critique was published by Shenkar (2001) in his
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JIBS decade award-winning article. In this paper, he called for a more rigorous
conceptualization and measurement, overcoming the ‘illusions’ that are at the core
of the cultural distance concept and its instrumentation and measurement biases.
However, Shenkar does not reject the concept outright. To the contrary, he suggests
refinements, such as the inclusion of Long Term Orientation into the Kogut and
Singh formula. A stronger critique of the cultural distance concept itself was
formulated by Harzing (2003) and subsequently by Kirkman et al. (2006). In these
papers, the focus is not on improving the concept, but rather on warning against its
inappropriate application.
Ensuing empirical papers by Selmer et al. (2007), Brock et al. (2008) and Lee
et al. (2008) deal with specific operationalization problems of the cultural distance
concept, such as the ‘illusion of symmetry’. Two additional conceptual papers by
Shenkar et al. (2008) provide a more pronounced critique of the cultural distance
concept itself (in particular Shenkar et al. 2008) and the further development of the
closely related cultural friction concept (in particular Luo and Shenkar 2011).
Another extensive and widely recognized overview of the shortcomings of the
cultural distance concept, and in particular its empirical application, was provided
by Tung and Verbeke (2010).
The topical nature of the conceptual critique of what can be called the
‘simplistic’ (cultural) distance concept and further developments of more
‘advanced’ distance concepts is also clearly illustrated by a recent special issue
of the Journal of International Management (for an overview of contributions see
Ambos and Ha˚kanson 2014) and other, very recent, publications. For example,
Beugelsdijk et al. (2014, 2015) direct our attention toward cultural variation in host
countries and demonstrate that their variance-based measure of cultural distance
outperforms the mean-based cultural distance measure of the Kogut and Singh index
in terms of explanatory power. But ultimately all these, in our view highly valuable,
contributions can be subsumed under one maxim: to expose the weaknesses of the
cultural distance concept, not with the view to discard the concept, but instead to
modify and rectify it in order to ultimately strengthen its essence.
Whereas, despite all criticism, the application of the Kogut and Singh formula in
empirical studies continues to grow, this is not the case for the more ‘advanced’, but
also significantly more complex, approaches towards cultural distance. Many of the
above mentioned studies are too recent for their conceptualizations to have been
adopted by other studies. However, at the time of writing we found 135 publications
referring to Shenkar’s cultural friction concept (Shenkar et al. 2008) and 143
publications citing the largely prescriptive article by Tung and Verbeke (2010),
clearly indicating that the research community perceives these two critical
contributions to be very significant. When looking in more detail at each of these
278 publications, we found, however, that only one study has actually applied one
of these more ‘advanced’ forms of cultural distance empirically (Cheok et al. 2013).
In contrast, the vast majority of empirical papers that were either citing Shenkar’s
cultural friction metaphor or Tung and Verbeke’s suggestions only did so in order to
highlight the conceptual problems of the Kogut and Singh formula. However, these
papers subsequently went on to apply the formula all the same, with reference to its
established use in the past. Hence, although the more ‘advanced’ approaches
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towards cultural distance are recognised, they do not really find any application in
empirical work so far. This indicates a clear trade-off between conceptual precision
and practical applicability and this trade-off suggests acceptance in theory but not in
practice. In practice, researchers continue to apply the Kogut and Singh cultural
distance formula, at most paying lip service to its limitations.
Below, we will first review the way this formula has been used in prior studies of
entry mode choice. With no less than 30 of the 92 studies published in the last
5 years alone, it is clear that the popularity of this operationalization of cultural
distance is unabated in entry mode research. Our review of prior research will show,
however, that home and host country context variables provide an equally, if not
much more, likely explanation for entry mode choice decisions. Subsequently, we
will present the results of an empirical study that tests the explanatory power of
cultural distance vis-a`-vis home and host country context, and conclude that
International Business researchers might do well to refocus on the latter and pay less
attention to the former.
3 Cultural Distance in Entry Mode Choice Studies: An Analysis
of the Literature
3.1 Methods
To ensure a comprehensive review of studies using (cultural) distance to explain
entry mode choice, we evaluated all publications citing the Kogut and Singh (1988)
article, the starting point for most research in this field. We used Google Scholar
rather than the Web of Science (also known as ISI) for our search. Google Scholar
has a more comprehensive coverage, including not only citations in ISI listed
journals, but also citations in books, book chapters, conference and working papers,
as well as citations in non-ISI listed journals (Harzing and van der Wal 2008). This
resulted in a population of nearly 3500 articles citing the seminal Kogut and Singh
(1988) article.
Subsequently, we narrowed down the articles by only including those that had
one or more key words relating to entry mode choice in their title, such as for
instance: entry mode, joint venture, acquisition, greenfield, equity, franchising and
licensing. In addition, we also included all articles that referred to an earlier article
exploring the role of cultural distance in entry mode research (Harzing 2003), which
included some articles published prior to the Kogut and Singh (1988) article. This
left us with a total of nearly 600 references, which were reviewed one by one to
establish their relevance for our current paper.
At this stage, only papers that dealt with entry mode choice as a dependent
variable were retained. Papers that were deemed not relevant were for instance
papers comparing the performance of different entry modes, or papers that looked at
the role of culture in the relationship between partners in joint ventures. The end
result was a sample of 105 papers, which were coded based on a list of
characteristics (see Appendix). Of these, 13 studies could not be included in our
review as their measurement and analyses were so unclear that we could not
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adequately assess their results. All 92 papers covered in our literature analysis are
marked with a star in the list of references.
3.2 Results
The purpose of our analysis is to assess the explanatory power of cultural distance
for entry mode choice and, more specifically, whether home and host country
context might be more likely explanatory variables. Hence, we have no intention to
replicate the excellent reviews of entry mode research (e.g., Brouthers and Hennart
2007), nor to repeat the four meta-analyses in this field. Instead, after a brief review
of the key study characteristics, we investigate whether a lack of balanced and
comprehensive sampling in terms of home and host countries might have led to
inappropriate conclusions regarding the effect of cultural distance on entry mode
choice. Subsequently, we review several home and host country contextual factors
in detail and argue that they might be more likely explanatory factors for entry mode
choice than cultural distance.
3.2.1 Review of Key Study Characteristics
Publication Date of Studies and Type of Entry Modes Studied: The 92 studies in our
review cover a nearly 30-year period, with the first studies published in 1985 and the
last studies published in 2013. Over that period, the number of studies has increased
substantially: between 1985 and 1999 only 27 studies were published; between 2000
and 2013 this increased to 54 studies, 30 of which were published in the last 5 years
alone. More than half of the studies look at some form of comparison between full
and shared control, usually as a choice between a joint venture and wholly owned
subsidiary. A quarter of the studies look at equity vs non-equity (e.g., licensing,
franchising, exporting, management contracts) entry modes, while the remaining
quarter look at the choice between acquisitions and greenfields. Strictly speaking,
the latter choice is a choice of establishment mode, not entry mode, but for the
purpose of our study the two decisions can be combined. To ensure comparability
between studies and drawing on transaction cost theory, we reduced all entry mode
decisions to a choice between high and low control modes. Distance is assumed to
increase transaction costs, rendering it more difficult for HQ to obtain reliable
information and seeking more control. Obviously wholly owned subsidiaries offer
more control than joint ventures. In studies comparing non-equity (e.g., licensing
and franchising) and equity modes of investment, equity investment was classified
as the high control entry mode. In the choice between a greenfield or an acquisition,
greenfields normally represent the high control mode, whereas acquisitions
represent the low control mode.
Effect of Cultural Distance on Entry Mode Choice: The type of distance
measurement in the studies covered in our review is very homogenous. Out of the
92 studies, 82 use the Kogut and Singh (1988) formula to calculate cultural distance,
with the remaining ten only referring to the Kogut and Singh study. Of these 82
studies, all use the Hofstede cultural dimensions to calculate cultural distance, with
77 using only this source. Of the ten studies that do not use the Kogut and Singh
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(1988) index, four use country clusters, usually Ronen and Shenkar0s (1985)
clusters, two operationalize the cultural distance concept as language or another
type of distance, three use a perceptual measure of cultural distance, and one does
not specify its measurement. The results of these studies for the relationship
between cultural distance and entry mode choice are inconsistent to say the least:
35 % of the studies find a positive effect, i.e., higher cultural distance is related to a
high control entry mode choice, 31 % find a non-significant effect, and 30 % find a
negative effect, with the remaining studies finding a curvilinear result. As
mentioned before, the four meta-analyses report equally contradictory results.
Home and Host Countries Included in the Studies: With regard to the home
countries covered, the vast majority of studies look at a single home country. The
United States (17) and Japan (16) feature most frequently, while the Netherlands (8)
and Spain (7) are also popular. The remaining studies are either meta-analyses (4),
do not specify the countries included (5) or cover a range of other single home
countries. Only 19 studies include multiple home countries. In terms of host
countries, the majority of studies (49) include multiple host countries, varying from
4 to 90 countries. For studies looking at single host countries, the most popular host
countries are the USA (6), China (4) and Turkey (3). The remaining studies are
either meta-analyses (4), do not specify the countries included (9) or cover a range
of other single host countries.
3.2.2 Inadequate Sampling Leading to Design Flaws
Out of the 92 studies, only 7 studies include both multiple home and multiple host
countries, with the remaining 85 studies including either a single home or a single
host country. This means that it is entirely possible that, rather than measuring the
effect of cultural distance, most studies are merely measuring host or home country
differences for those variables influencing entry mode choice. This could be, for
example, differential levels of investment restrictions (for host countries) or
differences in uncertainty avoidance (for home countries). Consequently, by
keeping the home or host country fixed in each comparison, it becomes impossible
to separate cultural distance from differences in host or home country context.
Although we are not the first to suggest that home and host country context might
be a more likely explanation for entry mode choice than cultural distance (see
Slangen and Hennart 2001; Harzing 2003; Maseland and van Hoorn 2013), none of
these earlier contributions have pursued this argument in any detail, nor combined a
review of prior studies with a large-scale empirical test as we do in this article.
Below, we suggest a number of factors for both home and host country context that
might be likely explanatory factors for entry mode choice and illustrate how results
from the single host or home country studies we reviewed might be reinterpreted in
this context. We also review the few studies that included multiple home and host
countries in detail and suggest that cultural distance is unlikely to be a major
explanatory factor in those studies either. It is important to note that our aim is not
to provide the definitive answer to which home or host country context
characteristics are most likely to explain entry mode choice. In our view this is
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almost impossible; relevant explanatory factors have to be established on a case-by-
case basis and cannot be determined a priori.
3.2.3 Home Country Context and Entry Mode Choice
In many, if not all, of the single host country studies we analyzed, home country
context characteristics are just as likely, if not more likely, to explain variation in
entry mode choice as cultural distance. One set of home country context
characteristics that are relevant in explaining variation in entry mode choice might
be specific home country cultural traits (rather than cultural distance), such as for
instance uncertainty avoidance and short vs long-term orientation. MNCs from a
country with a high level of uncertainty avoidance might opt for a greenfield instead
of an acquisition investment, as this entry mode allows them to exert a higher degree
of control on foreign operations. Similarly, an MNC from a country with a longer-
term orientation is likely to value full control (i.e., in a greenfield) more than setting
up a foreign operation as quickly as possible. Japan, for example, is a country that is
heavily invested in other countries and ranks very high on uncertainty avoidance
and long-term orientation. And indeed, its corporations are well known for their
strong preference for greenfields over acquisitions (see e.g., Anand and Kogut 1997;
Chang and Rosenzweig 2001; Anand and Delios 2002; Kamal 2009). By contrast,
many Western countries rank lower on uncertainty avoidance, are more short-term
oriented and their MNCs frequently prefer significantly more acquisitions (Anand
and Kogut 1997). As MNCs from these home countries often invest in culturally
distant countries, cultural distance and home country characteristics with regard to
uncertainty avoidance and time orientation will often be significantly correlated, but
this does not mean that cultural distance explains entry mode choice.
In addition to cultural context, the home country institutional context might also
lead MNCs to prefer acquisitions over greenfields or vice versa. One institutional
factor that is likely to be a key determinant of entry mode choice is the (lack of)
availability of capital. Wilson (1980), for example, links the relatively strong
inclination of British MNCs for acquisitions to their long tradition of operating in a
market for corporate control, facilitated by easier access to capital markets.
According to his study, 46 % of the entries of British MNCs into foreign markets
are acquisitions instead of greenfields, compared to just 9 % for the entries of
Japanese MNCs and 28 % for entries of MNCs of other nationalities. Many other
studies since have confirmed this pattern for British MNCs (see e.g., Healy and
Palepu 1993; Anand and Kogut 1997; Chang and Rosenzweig 2001). Studies
comparing the use of acquisitions by home country (see Healy and Palepu 1993)
also indicate that any such home country acquisition preference is stable. So any
study on entry mode choice that includes only one host country is likely to simply
capture differences in ownership preferences—whether culturally or institutionally
based—of MNCs of various home countries rather than the effect of cultural
distance on entry mode choice.
Kogut and Singh’s (1988) original study is a case in point. The authors include
506 entry-mode choices of MNCs from more than 15 home countries investing in
the US and find cultural distance to be positively related to a choice for greenfields
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at a 0.10 level of significance. However, two thirds of the MNCs included are
Japanese, British or Canadian. Consequently, the established correlation between
cultural distance and entry mode choice might well have been found on the basis of
differences in home country context. As we have already seen, Japanese MNCs
show a significantly higher than average preference for greenfields, whereas British
(and Canadian) firms demonstrate a significantly higher than average preference for
acquisitions. Kogut and Singh’s (1988) conclusion that cultural distance is the cause
for their findings can not be upheld unless we investigate entry mode choices of
Japanese as well as British and Canadian MNCs in both culturally similar and
dissimilar countries.
Many later studies show similarly problematic attributions of causality. For
instance the positive effect of cultural distance on joint ventures in the USA in
Hennart and Larimo’s article (1998) is likely to be a simple difference in ownership
preferences between Finnish and Japanese firms, the only two home countries in the
study. In Chang and Rosenzweig’s study (2001), the positive relationship between
cultural distance and greenfield investments in the USA is likely to simply reflect
the differential preference for greenfields between Japan, which made up 58 % of
the sample, and the various Western home countries included in the study. Although
it is by definition impossible to attribute causality in cross-sectional studies, we
suggest that home country context is a more likely candidate to explain differences
in entry mode choice than cultural distance for any of the single host country studies
that we analysed. To reduce our key argument to a single formula: cultural and
institutional differences matter more than cultural and institutional distance.
3.2.4 Host Country Context and Entry Mode Choice
In many, if not all, of the single home country studies we analysed, host country
context characteristics are just as likely, if not more likely, to explain variation in
entry mode choice as cultural distance. The following institutional host country
context characteristics are likely to be particularly relevant factors to explain entry
mode choice: government restrictions, political risk, and economic development. A
particularly ‘hard factor’ that might not even leave an MNC any choice in its entry
mode are host government restrictions. Governments can coerce MNCs to form
joint ventures with a domestic partner, for example to enforce technology transfer in
exchange for market access. China is a prime example for the successful application
of this policy (Long 2005). A high degree of political risk, or in more general terms
country risk, speaks in favour of low risk entry mode choices such as non-equity or
shared control investments (Gatignon and Anderson 1988). A low level of economic
development is equally likely to lead to non-equity investments, given the limited
market opportunities, and to greenfield investments, due to a lack of acquisition
candidates. Home countries, certainly home countries that usually feature in entry
mode studies, are frequently from the highly industrialized West. Host countries in
Asia, Latin America, Eastern Europe or Africa, that are culturally distant from the
Western home countries, are characterized by a high level of government
restrictions, a high degree of political risk, and a low level of economic
development. As a consequence, institutional host country characteristics such as
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government restrictions, political risk, and economic development are likely to be
significantly correlated with cultural distance in most entry mode studies (Harzing
2003). However, we suggest that these specific host country differences are a much
more credible explanatory factor for entry mode choice than cultural distance with
which they correlate.
This means that in all studies that do not include these and other host country
factors as control variables, which is the case for the majority of studies on entry
mode choice in our review,1 cultural distance is likely to be nothing more than a
proxy for factors that really matter, namely host country characteristics such as
government restrictions, political risk, and economic development. A representative
study in this context is Agarwal’s (1994) investigation of 148 entry-mode decisions
of US MNCs which finds cultural distance to be positively related to joint ventures.
Despite the fact that this study features no less than 20 host countries, more than
40 % of the total sample consists of only three countries: culturally distant Japan,
and culturally similar Canada and the UK. The only host country in this study with a
significant number of joint ventures is Japan (with more than 80 % of entries into
the country being joint ventures). We argue that the dominance of joint ventures as a
gateway into Japan might well be entirely unrelated to cultural distance. Instead, a
more likely reason for the high level of joint ventures in Japan could be the
frequently described difficulty for outsiders to enter the tightly knit domestic
distribution channels (see e.g., Czinkota and Kotabe 2000) or even simply
complications regarding the acquisition of domestic companies. Even if we were to
accept the argument that cultural distance is the cause for the preference for joint
ventures in Japan, this rationale does not hold for other host countries in this study.
France and Italy, for example, are culturally more distant to the US than Canada and
the UK, so US MNCs should be more likely to use joint ventures in these countries
than in Canada and the UK. However, the percentage of joint ventures for France
and Italy is a mere 13 %, whereas for Canada and the UK they are 14 and 20 %,
respectively.
3.2.5 Studies with Multiple Home and Host Countries
There are only seven studies—out of the 92 included in our review—that do include
multiple home and host countries. Of these, one features only Scandinavian home
countries (Larimo 2003), which have virtually identical scores on Hofstede’s
dimensions, with host countries including both culturally close Western countries
and culturally distant Asian countries. So in terms of cultural distance this is
effectively a single home country study that is likely to show the effect of
differences in host country contexts, such as investment restrictions in Asian
countries, rather than the effect of cultural distance. Another study (Arora and
Fosfuri 2000) includes only three home countries/regions with two thirds of the
sample composed of the US and Japan. Hence the results are likely to reflect
1 The studies that included one or more host country factors found insignificant results for the impact of
cultural distance on entry mode choice. For instance, in both Cho and Padmanabhan0s (1995) and
Erramilli et al.0s (1997) study the significant effect of cultural distance disappeared when a host country
dummy, developed vs less developed, was included.
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differences in home country context, most likely investment preferences. A third
study (Brouthers and Brouthers 2001) includes four Western home countries that
score very similarly on Hofstede’s dimensions and five Eastern European host
countries. Hence, the significant negative relationship between cultural distance and
a high control entry mode might well be caused by differences in host country
context. We suggest that the Russian and Romanian host country context, i.e., a
more volatile different political environment than Hungary, Poland and the Czech
Republic, is equally likely to explain the preference for low control entry modes in
these countries as their larger cultural difference from Western home countries.
The remaining four multiple home/host country studies all find non-significant
results, even though two predicted a positive (Pangarkar and Klein 2001; Harzing
2002) and two a negative (Ackerman 2005; Estrin et al. 2007) relationship between
cultural distance and a high control entry mode option. Particularly noteworthy is
Pangarkar and Klein0s (2001) study as it offers the chance to isolate the effect of
cultural distance. This study’s sample includes a wide range of Western home and
host countries that are quite similar on host country context characteristics such as
political risk, economic development and government restrictions, but, at the same
time, culturally distant from each other. Hence, their non-significant result for
cultural distance supports our suggestion that home or host country context may be a
more likely explanatory factor for entry mode choice than cultural distance. In the
next section, we present an empirical study that allows us to test this proposition.
4 Cultural Distance and Entry Mode Choice: An Empirical Analysis
After our comprehensive analysis of the literature, we will empirically test the
explanatory power of cultural distance vis-a`-vis home and host country context with
regard to entry mode choice. In terms of entry mode choice we are in particular
interested in the choice between greenfield and acquisition, where a greenfield
investment represents a ‘‘high control’’ entry mode. However, before doing so, we
need to first empirically test our arguments that specific characteristics of the home
and host country context are likely to be strongly correlated with both entry mode
choice and cultural distance, thus leading to inappropriate attributions of causality
when only cultural distance is included in empirical studies. In our preceding
analysis of the prior literature we identified three home country characteristics
(uncertainty avoidance, long-term orientation and access to capital) and three host
country characteristics (investment restrictions, political risk and economic
development) that might provide equally likely, if not more likely, explanations
for entry mode decisions than cultural distance. We also predicted that each of these
characteristics would be significantly correlated with cultural distance in any sample
that includes both Western and Asian countries. This is because Asian countries are
not only culturally distant from Western countries, but also generally have a higher
levels of uncertainty avoidance, long-term orientation, political risk, and investment
restrictions, as well as a lower level of access to capital and economic development.
Thus:
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H1a: High uncertainty avoidance and long-term orientation in the home
country will have a significant positive correlation with both greenfield
investments and cultural distance; access to capital in the home country will
have a significant negative correlation with both greenfield investments and
cultural distance.
H1b: Investment restrictions and political risk in the host country will have a
significant positive correlation with both greenfield investments and cultural
distance; economic development in the host country will have a significant
negative correlation with both greenfield investments and cultural distance.
Our next, and decisive, step is to investigate the relative importance of cultural
distance vis-a`-vis home and host country context. First, drawing on the findings of
most prior studies (see e.g., Anand and Delios 1997; Harzing 2002), we assume that
cultural distance does have a statistically significant positive effect on the likelihood
of a greenfield investment if home and host country context is not considered. We
further assume that cultural distance does not have a systematic impact on entry
mode choice once home and host country context are considered. Hence we
formulate the following hypotheses:
H2a: Cultural distance has a significant positive effect on the likelihood of a
greenfield investment rather than an acquisition when no home or host country
dummies are included.
H2b: Cultural distance has no significant effect on the likelihood of a
greenfield investment rather than an acquisition when home and host country
dummies are included.
Our empirical study is intended as an empirical test of our general premise, i.e.,
that home and host country context might be more important explanatory variables
of entry mode choice than cultural distance. It is not our intention to provide an
extensive theoretical or empirical discussion of which specific home or host county
variables might be more appropriate explanatory variables than cultural distance, as
this is in our view ultimately a question that has to be answered on a case-by-case
basis. However, the single variable that we expect to provide by far the most simple,
common sense, and ‘‘objective’’ explanation of entry mode choice is the extent to
which host countries restrict foreign ownership of domestic companies. If firms are
not allowed by host country governments to go down a certain entry mode route,
then this ‘‘hard’’ criterion simply overrides any consideration or entry mode
preferences the companies might otherwise have. These restrictions can prevent
both wholly owned subsidiaries (when compared to joint ventures) and acquisitions
(when compared to greenfields). Unfortunately, however, investment restrictions are
not included as a variable in most entry mode studies, even though this is absolutely
essential. Hence:
H2c: The inclusion of host country investment restrictions captures a large
part of the variance attributed to host countries.
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4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Sample and Data Collection
Our data were collected through a survey in the (wholly owned) foreign subsidiaries
of MNCs headquartered in a wide range of home countries. Subsidiaries were
located in nine host countries/regions. A wide range of industries were included,
both in services and in manufacturing, with varying levels of global integration,
local responsiveness and R&D and advertising intensity, thus allowing us to use
industry dummies as a proxy for a range of variables traditionally included as
explanatory variables in entry mode studies. Table 1 presents the distribution of our
sample across host country, home country and industry. Our sample provides an
excellent opportunity to test the effect of (cultural) distance on entry mode choice as
it includes a substantial variation in both Asian and Western home and host
countries. Within the European region, it also includes countries with very different
cultural profiles: Nordic, Germanic, Latin and Anglo. Geographically, it includes
countries from all corners of the world, except Africa and Latin America.
Data were collected over a nearly 2-years period (August 2008–April 2010) using
both paper and online questionnaires. Questionnaires were mailed locally by one of
the researchers through collaboration with local universities, except for France and
the Nordic countries, for which questionnaires were mailed from the UK.
Reminders were used to increase response rates. We received 817 questionnaires,
resulting in an overall response rate of 13.83 % when correcting for undeliverables,
a response rate which is quite typical for multi-country studies (Harzing et al. 2013).
4.1.2 Measurement of Variables
Our dependent variable, entry mode choice was measured by asking for the type of
subsidiary: greenfield (new start-up firm) or acquisition (take-over of existing firm).
In order to be able to compare our results with prior entry mode studies, cultural
distance was measured using the Kogut and Singh (1988) formula, based on
Hofstede’s original cultural dimensions: individualism/collectivism, power distance,
uncertainty avoidance, and masculinity/femininity.
Home and host country were measured with direct questions (‘‘In which country
is the HQ that you report to located?’’ and ‘‘In which country is this subsidiary
located?’’). Scores for the home country cultural dimensions of uncertainty
avoidance and long term orientation were taken from Hofstede (2001). The home
country variable ‘‘access to capital’’ and the host country variables ‘‘investment
restrictions’’ and ‘‘political risk’’ were all operationalized with questions taken from
the IMD world competitiveness report. This report draws on a survey sent yearly to
an international panel of experts and asks them to score a series of statements
relating international competitiveness on a scale of 1–10. Access to capital was
measured as the average of two items (‘‘stock markets provide adequate financing to
companies’’ and ‘‘access to foreign capital markets is not restricted for domestic
companies’’). Regarding investment restrictions and political risk, the items used
asked respondents for their opinion on the level of investment restrictions and
Do We Need to Distance Ourselves from the Distance Concept?… 13
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Table 1 Distribution of sample














Banking and insurance 20
Business services 78
Chemicals 129
Food and beverages 55
Industrial machinery 130
Measuring instruments 30
Motor vehicles and parts 138
Paper and allied products 33
Pharmaceuticals 73
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political risk on a scale of 1 (‘‘foreign investors may not acquire control in a
domestic company, risk of political instability is high’’) to 10 (‘‘foreign investors are
free to acquire control in a domestic company, risk of political instability is low’’).
The final scores were reversed, so that a high score could be interpreted as a high
level of investment restrictions and political risk. Our final variable, level of
economic development, was measured as GDP per capita so that higher values
represent higher economic development.
Ideally we would have liked to use the relevant measures for the year each
investment was made. However, this was not possible as IMD data were only
available from 1998 or 1999 onwards. As the median for establishment year in our
sample was 1996, this is a reasonable approximation, and we thus used 1998/1999
data for all cases.
The first control variable, industry, was measured with a direct question (‘‘in
which general industry sector is this subsidiary operating’’). Likewise subsidiary age
and size (in terms of number of employees) were measured with direct questions:
‘‘In which year was this subsidiary established or acquired’’ and ‘‘How many
employees work at this subsidiary’’, whereas the function of the subsidiary was
probed by asking the respondent to select any of the following six functions that
applied to their subsidiary: R&D, manufacturing, sales/marketing, distribution/
logistics, service, national/regional HQ. As subsidiary size was badly skewed, we
used the natural logarithm of the number of employees as the final measure of size.
4.1.3 Analytical Method
Hypotheses 1a–b were tested with simple bivariate correlation analyses. In line with
previous research, we used binary logistic regression to test our Hypotheses 2a–c,
with our dependent variable coded as 0 for acquisition and 1 for greenfield. A
positive and significant estimated coefficient indicates that the variable is associated
with an increased probability of a greenfield entry mode. The null hypothesis that all
b’s are zero can be tested with the model v2. When the model v2 is significant, this
null hypothesis can be rejected. A test that a specific coefficient is zero can be based
on the Wald statistic. Significance levels of coefficients based on the Wald statistic
are indicated in the models in Table 3.
Our baseline model includes all the control variables discussed above, with
subsequent models adding cultural distance (model 2), home and host country
dummies (model 3), and investment restrictions (model 4). The added explanatory
power of these models can be assessed through the Dv2 and the increase in pseudo
R-square measures (Cox and Snell, and Nagelkerke R2). Three of the variables
included in our model (industry, home country, host country) are categorical
variables. The statistics first show the overall significance of these variables through
the Wald statistic. In order to investigate the effect of individual industries, home
and host countries on the entry mode choice, we used the deviation method, which
shows how each category of the predictor variable except the reference category
compares to the overall effect. The reference category for industry and home
country was ‘‘other’’, whereas for host country it was Australia/New Zealand. For
Do We Need to Distance Ourselves from the Distance Concept?… 15
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the control variable industry we only report the two industries that were significantly
different from the overall effect.
4.2 Results
Table 2 reports means, standard deviations and correlations among the variables in
the study, including all controls. Data on entry mode was missing for 8.2 % of our
cases. Of the remainder, the majority of subsidiaries in our sample (59.3 %) were
acquisitions. With regard to age, one third of the subsidiaries was established or
acquired in the 2000s, with another third established or acquired in the 1990s. In
terms of size, 70 % of the subsidiaries have between 50 and 500 employees, with
the most frequent category in the 101–250 range. However, around 10 % of the
subsidiaries employ either less than 50 employees or between 501 and 1000
employees or more than 1000 employees. Greenfield subsidiaries tend to be older
and are less likely to have an R&D, distribution, or national/regional headquarters
(HQ) function.
Cultural distance correlates positively with the likelihood of a greenfield entry
mode, which confirms the findings of most prior studies (see e.g., Anand and Delios
1997; Harzing 2002). As predicted in Hypothesis 1a the home country character-
istics uncertainty avoidance and long term orientation are significantly positively
and access to capital significantly negatively correlated with greenfield investments.
Apart from uncertainty avoidance these variables also show the expected significant
correlations with cultural distance. Likewise, and as predicted in Hypothesis 1b,
investment restrictions and risk of political instability are significantly positively
and economic development significantly negatively correlated with greenfield
investments as well as cultural distance. The strongest correlations with greenfields
and cultural distance are found for investments restrictions (r = 0.47 for greenfields,
and r = 0.49 for cultural distance). The latter is virtually identical to the 0.48
correlation found by Slangen and Hennart (2008).
Table 3 provides the regression analyses to test our Hypotheses 2a–c. In the first
step of the regression analysis, we include only the control variables. Subsidiary size
and age have a negative and positive effect on the likelihood of a greenfield
investment, respectively. In terms of subsidiary functions, subsidiaries with an
R&D, distribution or national/regional HQ function are less likely to be greenfields.
These effects are persistent in most models. In terms of industry, the banking and
the motor industry are the only industries with significantly different entry mode
patterns when compared to all other industries, with greenfields less likely in
banking and more likely in the motor industry.
In model 2, we include cultural distance. As in previous studies, it is shown to
have a significantly positive, albeit rather small, effect on greenfield investments.
The model statistics show that the addition of cultural distance is significant and
provides a very modest increase in the explanatory power of the model. This
confirms Hypothesis 2a. In model 3, we include the nine home countries that had
more than 10 observations. Japan and Korea were combined, because of the
similarity in their profiles, as were the Chinese Asian countries/regions (mainland
China, Taiwan Hong Kong, Singapore) and the Nordic countries (Sweden, Norway,
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Denmark and Finland). Confirming earlier studies (Hennart and Park 1993; Makino
and Neupert 2000; Barkema and Vermeulen 1998; Vermeulen and Barkema 2001)
MNCs headquartered in Japan/Korea are more likely to enter countries with a
greenfield investment, whereas MNCs headquartered in the USA are more likely to
use acquisitions. In terms of host countries, greenfields are significantly more likely
in all Asian host countries (China, Japan and Korea) and significantly less likely in
France, the UK and the Nordic countries. Overall, there is a clear separation
between Asian and Western European host countries.
When home and host countries are included, the cultural distance effect becomes
insignificant, thus confirming Hypothesis 2b, and even changes its sign. Overall, the
inclusion of home and host countries provides a much larger increase in explanatory
power than the inclusion of cultural distance in model 2. The model R2 only
increases by 8 % with the inclusion of cultural distance, whereas the inclusion of
home and host countries leads to a 105 % increase. Inclusion of home and host
countries thus provides an increase in the model’s explanatory power that is more
than thirteen times as large as for cultural distance.
Model 4 introduces a specific host country variable (investment restrictions) that
we argued would capture a large proportion of the variance related to host countries.
As Table 3 shows this is very much the case, confirming Hypothesis 2c. Inclusion of
the single-item investment restriction variable captures around 60 % of the increase
in explanatory power due to host countries. Most importantly, the combination of
home country variables and the investment restriction variable explains more than
nine times as much variance as cultural distance.
5 Discussion
5.1 Summary of Key Findings
Our results are based on two entirely different methods: a literature analysis of more
than 90 previously published papers and an empirical study in over 800 subsidiaries
of MNCs. Our literature analysis revealed that one third of all studies that employed
the cultural distance concept to explain entry mode choice found one particular
effect, another third the opposite effect and the last third no effect at all. This
confusion was mirrored by meta-analyses, which also reported very different results.
Reviewing the prior studies in detail, we not only concluded that the cultural
distance concept, when based on Kogut and Singh index, is a poor predictor of entry
mode choice, but also that studies employing the cultural distance concept as
defined by Kogut and Singh are likely to have merely measured home or host
country context differences for those factors that really influence entry mode choice.
Our correlation analyses showed that a range of home and host country context
characteristics do indeed correlate significantly with both cultural distance and entry
mode choice (confirming Hypothesis 1a and Hypothesis 1b). We argued that this
might have lead to inappropriate attributions of causality in studies that only include
cultural distance as an explanatory variable.
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Our multivariate analyses also clearly demonstrated that the ability of the cultural
distance concept, as it is applied in most studies to explain entry mode choice, is
rather limited. Although our analysis indicated that cultural distance has a very
small, but statistically significant positive effect on greenfield investments
(confirming Hypothesis 2a), this effect becomes insignificant when including home
and countries in our model (confirming Hypothesis 2b). Moreover, the inclusion of
home and host countries in our model provided an increase in explanatory power
that was more than thirteen times as large as the inclusion of cultural distance. More
specifically, investment restrictions, the host country context variable likely to be
most directly related to entry mode choice, proved to capture 60 % of the variance
attributed to host countries (confirming Hypothesis 2c). Although investment
restrictions might seem like a ‘‘naı¨ve’’ or even ‘‘simplistic’’ measure, and not as
‘‘sophisticated’’ as a complex theoretical explanation, it is the single variable that
has the most logical and direct relationship to entry mode choice.
5.2 The Relevance of Home and Host Country Context: Asian vs Western
Countries
Whereas home and host country contexts are by definition country specific, there is
an important divide between Asian and Western countries. Greenfields are more
common in Asian than in Western host countries regardless of the MNC home
country, and greenfields are more common for MNCs headquartered in Asian than
in Western home countries regardless of the host country (see Fig. 1).
In the absence of host country variables in the model, any significant impact of
(cultural) distance measures on entry mode choice in our sample can easily be
explained by the dichotomy between Western and Asian host countries. Subsidiaries
in Asian host countries show much larger summated cultural difference scores with
their HQ countries than subsidiaries in Western host countries (t = 16.002,
p = 0.000). We can distinguish a number of underlying contextual reasons for the
different entry mode patterns in Asian as opposed to Western home and host
countries. First, equity markets in the West tend to be more active and less
Fig. 1 Percentage of greenfield subsidiaries by home and host region
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restrictive, and characterized by a more dispersed ownership structure, rendering the
option of acquiring companies in Western countries more feasible (Slangen and
Hennart 2001). This host country contextual difference might have a spill-over
effect on home country differences as well. As Asian companies are, due to the
institutional difficulties of acquiring companies on their home turf, less used to these
transactions, they simply might not have the necessary experience to embark on
such acquisitions, even in Western countries where the institutional conditions for
such an entry mode strategy are more suitable. Another reason for different entry
mode strategies might be linked to the fundamentally different strategies of
managing the multinational network. US and European companies often pursue a
polycentric strategy that leaves more autonomy for local units. This strategy is well
suited for acquired companies that have established corporate cultures and
strategies. In contrast, Japanese companies follow a more ethnocentric strategy,
which is more standardized around HQ practices (Kopp 1994). Such a focus on HQ
practices, however, renders the management of acquired firms more complex, and
hence is likely to lead to a preference for greenfields.
In addition to investment restrictions in Asian countries, a number of other host
country contextual variables might explain the preference for greenfields in Asian
host countries. Companies might prefer entering developing host countries via
greenfields, over which they have more control, for example to assure their quality
standards (Agosin and Machado 2005; Woodcock et al. 1994). While this argument
might hold for China and to some extent for Korea, Japan is of course different as it
is a highly developed country. Even so, host country specific cultural and
institutional contextual traits (see e.g., Czinkota and Kotabe 2000) might provide a
powerful explanation for the greenfield route. Japanese companies adhere to the
shareholder philosophy to a much lesser extent than most Western companies and
are more concerned about their employees as key stakeholders. Therefore, it
becomes essential for management to keep their company independent and to fend
off any attempt of being bought up by another company, in particular a foreign one
(Pudelko and Mendenhall 2009). Consequently, it is much more difficult for foreign
companies to find possible take-over candidates in Japan and, due to these
complications, they often prefer to establish greenfields. Similar complications exist
in Korea and, even more so, China. These arguments are as valid for culturally
distant Western headquarters as for culturally closer headquarters in other Asian
countries. In other words, it is not cultural distance that is of relevance here, but the
cultural and institutional context in home and in particular host countries.
This detailed explanation of the Asian context demonstrates that we cannot
define a priori which specific contextual factors are most relevant with regard to
entry mode choice, or any other topic for that matter. Instead, this needs to be
considered on a case-by-case basis for each country or region. This also implies that
we need to re-emphasise the study of the particularities of country-specific
phenomena for International Business research in general. It is regrettable that in
International Business research country-specific knowledge appears to be consid-
ered subordinate to ‘‘universal’’ theories these days.
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5.3 Possible Extensions of Our Study on Cultural Distance
In our study we focused on cultural distance as the most frequently used distance
concept. However, what if we broadened our statistical analyses to include, for
example, geographical, institutional and language distance? Table 4 summarises the
results for these distance variables. Geographical distance, institutional distance
(measured as differences in education and differences in political systems), and
language distance were modeled after Dow and Karunaratna (2006) and Dow and
Larimo (2009). Actual values for all our home/host country pairs were sourced from
Douglas Dow. Geographical distance was badly skewed, so we used the natural log
for this variable. Apart from geographical distance, that isn’t even significant
without home/host country controls, each of the distance variables follow exactly
the same pattern as cultural distance: their effect is significant without home and
host country control, but insignificant when these controls are included.
In addition to looking at different distance dimensions, we also conducted several
sensitivity analyses relating to cultural distance. First, we disaggregated the Kogut
and Singh index into distance metrics for the individual Hofstede dimensions and
found that, when neither home nor host countries were included in the regression
analyses, Power Distance had a marginally significant negative effect on the
likelihood of greenfields, Uncertainty Avoidance had a significant positive effect,
and Individualism and Masculinity had no significant effect. Finding that different
cultural dimensions have different (and even partially opposing) effects should have
even been more reason to suspect that home/host country effects are at play rather
than a cultural distance effect. Second, we reran the regression analyses including
the House cultural dimensions. The results for the ‘‘should be’’ dimensions were
identical to the Hofstede dimensions: when included without home and host country
controls, cultural distance had a significant effect, when home countries and host
countries were included the significant effect disappear completely. When using the
‘‘as is’’ cultural dimensions, cultural distance was not significantly related to entry
mode choice even without home/host country controls.
A further extension to our study would be to investigate the explanatory power of
the distance concept in relation to other phenomena. Previous studies have already
related the distance concept, among others, to the transfer of (HR) management
practices, the choice between local and expatriate managers, the performance of
Table 4 The impact of geographical, institutional and language distance on entry mode choice
Distance variable Without home/host country controls With home and host country controls
Beta Wald Significance Beta Wald Significance
Geographical distance -0.056 1.698 0.192 -0.004 0.004 0.996
Political distance 1.024 36.410 0.000*** -0.395 0.900 0.674
Educational distance 0.930 19.793 0.000*** -0.576 1.956 0.162
Language distance 0.356 16.888 0.000*** -0.028 0.056 0.972
* p\ 0.05, ** p\ 0.01, *** p\ 0.001
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foreign subsidiaries, innovation, organizational transformation and technology
transfer. We suggest that our key findings might hold equally for these and other
phenomena. For example, we would suggest that the extent to which, say, a British
MNC transfers its HRM practices to its German and Polish subsidiaries will be
influenced more by host country contextual factors, such as the local labour market
regulations, than by (cultural) distance. This implies that even though the cultural
distance between the UK and Germany is significantly lower than the distance
between the UK and Poland, the potential to transfer HRM practices will not
necessarily be higher, because of the highly regulated German labour market.
The main outcome of our current study is thus not a statement on the extent to
which (cultural) distance makes a difference. Nor can we, on the basis of our results,
speculate to what extent more ‘advanced’ approaches towards cultural distance, if
applied, would have a significantly higher explanatory power than the ‘simpler’,
yet almost exclusively applied, Kogut and Singh index. Instead, we emphasize that
any study investigating any distance dimension with reference to any phenomenon
and using any approach would need to include several home and host countries (and
select them on valid theoretical grounds). As important as this requirement is,
almost none of the studies in the field of entry mode choice adhered to this
methodological necessity. Consequently, in order to test to what extent (cultural)
distance has real explanatory power, we recommend the following: choose a country
sample for which (cultural) distance is high (e.g., between Latin European and
Nordic countries), but for which fewer differences in other contextual variables such
as labour market or investment restrictions exist, for example due to common EU
regulations. This would allow us to separate the effect of cultural distance from the
effect of home or host country context.
5.4 Implications of Our Study in the Context of the Current Literature
on (Cultural) Distance
We have shown that the popularity of simplistic measures of cultural distance, such
as the Kogut and Singh index, continues to increase, in spite of the conceptual
criticism by adherents of more ‘advanced’ cultural distance concepts. It is therefore
important to explore what our empirical results mean for the latter research stream.
We have already concluded that many of the suggestions put forward by Shenkar
and colleagues, Tung and Verbeke (2010) and others recommend more nuance,
differentiation and sensibility towards context. A more systematic focus on context
in particular is also our key recommendation. However, we go one step further and
argue that no matter how ‘advanced’ we render the cultural distance concept,
sometimes cultural distance (or any other type of distance) has very little
explanatory value. Instead, purely contextual factors, such as legal entry mode
restrictions, provide an explanation for the observed phenomena that might appear
to be simpler or less sophisticated, but ultimately is far more powerful.
We should also point out that by introducing more nuance, differentiation and
sensibility towards context, we render the application of the cultural distance
concept more complicated and burdensome. Clearly, one of the main reasons for the
continued popularity of the Kogut and Singh formula is the ease with which it can
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be applied. Using this simple formula means that scholars are relieved from having
to consider a wide range of country-specific contextual factors, and evaluate which
might be most relevant for their investigation. All they need to do is enter a few
distance measures into their regressions. The more we move towards ‘advanced’
forms of cultural distance, the more we move away from ease of application. It is
therefore no surprise that out of the 278 texts citing either Shenkar’s cultural friction
concept or Tung and Verbeke’s detailed guidelines, only one study has actually
applied one of these more ‘advanced’ forms of cultural distance empirically (Cheok
et al. 2013).
Likewise, we don’t see a sustainable solution in the development of ever more
types of distance, a practice that currently seems to be en vogue. In addition to the
more established cultural, psychic, institutional, language and geographic distance,
we came across economic, political, governance, legal, educational, technological,
knowledge and cognitive distance. Although each of them might bring a new facet
to the overall debate, we ultimately concur with Zaheer et al.0s (2012, p. 18) verdict:
‘‘Unfortunately, the problems detailed in Shenkar’s award-winning critique are not
visited solely on cultural distance; they plague other distance constructs as well’’.
In the end all these additional distance concepts are attempts to reduce complex
phenomena to ‘‘questionable and frankly indefensible proxies’’ (Shenkar 2012,
p. 16).
When compared to authors who focused on developing more ‘advanced’
approaches of cultural distance, our recommendation is at the same time much
simpler and much more radical. Instead of increasing the degree of complexity of
the distance concept—making it more reliable conceptually, but also more difficult
to apply in practice—we call for a paradigm shift, moving away from the—
admittedly conceptually highly seductive—distance concept and instead focusing
first and foremost on context. Hence, we propose that a researcher’s first call should
be to critically consider various home and host country context variables rather than
simply assume that (cultural) distance can provide a catchall explanation for all
International Business phenomena. Only if home and host country context are duly
accounted for and samples are carefully chosen in terms of home and host countries,
does it, in our view, make sense to reintroduce distance variables into the equation.
5.5 The Wider Implications of Our Study for International Business
Research
Although pleas for the relevance of context for International Business research are
by no means new (see e.g., Schneider and Barsoux 2003; Redding 2005), most
management scholars, even in International Business, have not taken context
seriously or have only paid lip service to it. Management scholars, particularly those
representing an economics-based strategy perspective, are frequently relying on
existing theory and extant data sets that are often a-contextual. The only exception
to this might be their reference to the concept of culture, which is usually, however,
referred to in its static, reductionist and conveniently employable form of cultural
dimensions and their country scores (Brannen and Doz 2010). Consequently, we
cannot agree more with scholars such as Shenkar (2004) and Tsui (2007) who
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emphasize the relevance of contextually ‘‘rich and thick’’ data. Contextual
information is not only important to better understand a nation’s domestic
companies or even an entire business system (or several, in a comparative analysis).
It is also relevant for studying the exchanges taking place across different contexts,
for example the home and host country contexts of MNCs. Hence, we see the major
objects of analysis in International Business to be deeply embedded contextually,
and it is only through studying and understanding the relevant contexts that we can
advance our comprehension and interpretation of International Business
phenomena.
Serious engagement with deep contextualization is also necessary in International
Business research to pose new and relevant questions, apply existing theories to
novel contexts, acknowledge the limitations of existing theories, and develop new
and innovative theories that explain empirical phenomena. Ultimately, understand-
ing contextual particularities is essential in order to understand universalities. It is
through comparing contextual particularities across different locations that we can
identify common phenomena, and separate them from idiosyncratic particularities
or even singularities, which ultimately helps us to discover context-free regularities
(see also Pudelko 2006).
Studying more path-dependent and embedded combinations and configurations
of country-specific context instead of relying on distance-based generalizations also
implies a profound difference in terms of underlying theoretical assumptions within
International Business research. Whereas the distance concept perceives cultural
and institutional distance more as liabilities or constraints, a focus on cultural and
institutional contextual differences is open to regard these differences as oppor-
tunities or resources. Thus, concentrating on the ability of MNCs to increase
competitiveness by combining the advantages of very different national contexts is
an entirely different perspective (differences as opportunities) from keeping
contextual distance low to reduce transaction costs (distance as liability).
Understanding what opportunities and what liabilities are can only be achieved,
however, by closely studying particular contextual differences at home and host
country locations and not by establishing generic distance measures (Sorge 2005).
Furthermore, in order to gain the required understanding about deeply embedded
context, interdisciplinary research, often called for, but rarely conducted in research
practice, is an absolute necessity. Whereas psychology has reached a powerful
influence in management, matching the weight traditionally accorded to economics,
insights from other disciplines such as political science, law, sociology, anthropol-
ogy and history should (again) be accorded more relevance, especially in
International Business research. In addition, instead of relying so heavily on
mainly ‘‘academic’’ concepts such as distance, scholars should (again) pay more
attention to those concepts, phenomena, facts, and variables that do matter for acting
managers. More specifically, most entry mode studies seem to ‘‘have succeeded in
completely removing the manager(s) who make(s) the entry-mode decision from the
equation… [and as a consequence] no researcher… ever seems to have bothered to
ask managers whether CD was a factor that influenced their entry-mode decisions’’
(Harzing 2003, p. 103–104). We therefore suggest that scholars should (again)
become better listeners, focusing on the actual and context-sensitive problems of
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practitioners, instead of relying overly on abstract and largely context-free
conceptualizations.
We acknowledge that these recommendations can be seen as ‘‘uncomfortable’’
and ‘‘inconvenient’’ for International Business researchers. Collecting particularis-
tic, multilevel, contextual data, with a focus on managers’ actual problems instead
of scholars’ preconceived solutions, clearly is more cumbersome than the
convenient application of generic distance measures. However, we would argue
that, as cumbersome and muddy the pathways of collecting ‘‘rich and thick’’
contextual data might be in comparison to the convenient and neatly paved
boulevards of simple distance measures, they can potentially lead to unearthing
much deeper insights. In that sense, we urge International Business scholars to
exchange their business shoes and high heels for rubber boots and return to the
groundwork more commonly practised by prior generations of International
Business scholars.
6 Conclusion
We believe that our study has made two significant contributions. First, we showed
that any study examining the impact of any distance dimension on any empirical
phenomenon using any distance-based approach would need to include several
carefully chosen home and host countries to be able to differentiate the effect of
distance from the effect of home or host country context. Second, we established
empirically that home and host country context has a significantly higher
explanatory power for entry mode choice, and quite possibly for many other
International Business phenomena, than the Kogut and Singh based distance
concept. Consequently, we recommend that studies in International Business focus
first and foremost on home and host country context and resist the temptation to use
(cultural) distance as a catchall concept, thus avoiding an illusion of causality,
which ultimately hinders the potential of International Business research to provide
useful guidance to managers on key International Business phenomena.
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Appendix: Coding Scheme for Prior Entry Mode Studies
Authors: Name of authors
Year: Publication year
Journal: Journal the paper was published in.
Dependent variable: What type of entry mode decision was studied? Choice
between acquisition or greenfield, between joint venture and wholly owned
subsidiary, between licensing and FDI.
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Home/host countries: List of home/host country/ies included in the study. If not
listed, recorded as not specified. Also indicates whether any countries make up a
significant share of the observations.
Type of data: Were data primary or secondary, how many observations were
included, and in what time period were the data collected.
Type of distance studied1measurement: Lists the type of distance included in
the study as well as the way this was operationalized.
Hypothesized relationship between distance and level of control: This is usually
positive (? high distance/high control) or negative (- high distance/low control), but
distance can also only be included as a control variable (CV) or with a proposed
relationship (NR). In a very small number of cases a non-linear relationship is
proposed or distance is used as a moderator. However, in that case distance is
usually ALSO included as a direct effect.
Empirical results: the statistical results of the study, indicates whether the
relationship found was positive (?), negative (-) or non-significant (NS). Also
include the significance level (p\ 0.1, p\ 0.05, p\ 0.01, p\ 0.001).
Final relationship between cultural distance and high control option:
summary of relationship for easy comparison: generally positive, negative or NS,
and curvilinear in two cases.
Inclusion of country/region dummies in the analysis: Indicates whether
countries or regions were included in the regression analysis as dummy variables.
Also indicates whether this changed the results if the regression were run with and
without dummies.
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